Ab initio calculations of the elastic and thermodynamic properties of gold under pressure.
The paper presents first-principles FP-LMTO calculations on the relative stability of fcc, bcc, hcp and dhcp gold under pressure. They were done in local density approximation (LDA), as well as in generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with and without spin-orbit interaction. Phonon spectra for the considered gold structures were obtained from LDA calculations within linear response theory and the contribution of lattice vibrations to the free energy of the system was determined in quasiharmonic approximation. Our thorough adjustment of FP-LMTO internal parameters (linearization and tail energies, the MT-sphere radius) helped us to obtain results that agree well with the available experimental phase relation Dubrovinsky et al (2007 Phys. Rev. Lett. 98 045503) between fcc and hcp structures of gold under pressure. The calculations suggest that gold compressed at room temperature successively undergoes the following structural changes: [Formula: see text]. The paper also presents the calculated elastic constants of fcc, bcc and hcp Au, the principal Hugoniot and the melting curve. Calculated results were used to construct the PT-diagram which describes the relative stability of the gold structures under study up to 500 GPa.